Parking for Hospital Construction Workers
All hospital construction parking is at the Stanford Mall Parking Garage Rooftop

Construction worker parking is allowed only at the designated rooftop parking area in the Stanford Mall, using a valid Stanford Mall Construction Permit.

Parking at the Stanford Mall
Construction worker parking is allowed:

☑ On the rooftop level of the garage indicated on the map

Construction workers may not park in:

☒ Other areas of the Stanford Shopping Center
☒ Hospital patient & visitor parking areas, including Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Main and West Garages, Blake Wilbur Lot, and the Pasteur Visitor Garage
☒ 500P - Pasteur Staff Garage

1. Enter the Garage via Quarry Road
2. Drive up the ramp to the rooftop level
3. Park on the rooftop with your Stanford Mall Rooftop Parking Permit

A Valid Stanford Mall Rooftop Parking Permit is required for all vehicles parking in this area.
Free Staff Shuttles are available between the Stanford Mall construction parking area and the main hospital buildings. The Hospital Direct (HD), Medical Center (MC), and SRI shuttles all travel between Stanford Mall and 500 Pasteur, serving Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital and other stops along the way.

**Hospital Direct (HD) Line**

**Peak Hours (5am - 9am & 3pm - 6pm)**
Runs every 10 minutes

**Mid-day & after 6pm**
Runs every 26 minutes

For detailed schedule, click or scan here:

**Medical Center (MC) Line**

**Peak Hours (5am - 9am & 3pm - 6pm)**
Runs about every 6-15 minutes

**Mid-day & after 6pm**
Runs about every 20-35 minutes

For detailed schedule, click or scan here:

**SRI Shuttle**

**Peak Hours (6am - 11am & 2pm - 8:45pm)**
Runs about every 7-10 minutes

**No mid-day service**

For detailed schedule, click or scan here: